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1- Ford Motor Company: Kocaeli (Gebze) and Istanbul  
 
2- Microsoft Turkey (computer software): Istanbul 
 
3- Cadbury food company: Kocaeli  (Gebze)         
Kraft Foods, Inc. is the largest confectionery, food, and beverage corporation headquartered in the United 
States. The     company is headquartered in Northfield, Illinois, a Chicago suburb. 
 
Cadbury: In 2010 Kraft bought Cadbury, resulting in several boycotts of all Kraft related products. A YouGov 
SixthSense  survey has revealed that at the time of the buy-out 94% of the British population was aware that 
Cadbury was being sold to Kraft. 
 
4- Coca-Cola Icecek bottler company: Istanbul  
 
5- DHL air- ocean - land freight and contract logistics company: Central office in Istanbul, other services points 
are: Adana, Antalya, Hatay, Mersin, Denizli, Izmir, Bodrum, Kusadasi, Usak, Aydin, Gaziantep, Sanliurfa, Ankara, 
Kayseri, Kapadokya Konya, Corum, Afyon, Trabzon, Balikesir, Bursa. This is an investment DHL built a gateway in 
Istanbul 11/14/2008 it was an operation building worth of € 4 million.  
 
6- GE  finance, energy, aircraft engines, healthcare, consumer & industrial products, water treatment and 
processing technologies, media, and engineering company: Aircraft engine production in Eskisehir, Marmara 
technology center in Kocaeli (Gebze), Healthcare in Istanbul.  
 
7- Intel silicon-based technologies company: In the area of education METU and Bilkent University Ankara. 
Recently, the company has made R&D investments in METU and Bilkent University in three different areas. The 
first investment includes supplying equipments worth of USD 2.5 million in order to improve R&D capabilities 
and production capacity of METU MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) Research and Application Center, 
which develops micro-sensors to be used in smart systems. 
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8- P&G Consumer goods company: Kocaeli (Gebze) and Istanbul  
 
9- FNSS defense systems company: Ankara (49% U.S. owned) 
 
10- General Mobile developing software for mobile communication solutions company: Istanbul Anel 
Group: ANELES (Mobile Anel)- worth of $ 20 million investment in  Istanbul (Umraniye) 
 
11- J.P. Morgan financial services products: Istanbul “ J.P. Morgan Chase Bank Istanbul Turkey ”   
 
 12- Pepsi carbonated soft drink producer and manufacturer company: Istanbul  
 
13- Frito Lay manufacturer a variety of corn chips, potato chips and other snack foods company: Kocaeli 
and Mersin (Tarsus) 
 
14- Philip Morris tobacco company: Istanbul and Izmir 
 
15- IBM multinational computer technology and IT consulting corporation: Istanbul and Ankara. IBM has 
opened a new Business Continuity and Resiliency Services (BCRS) Center in Izmir, Turkey, replacing the 
former facility, which has been in operation since 1995; Big Blue operates more than 150 business 
resilience centers worldwide 
 
16- Pfizer pharmaceutical company: Istanbul 
 
17- Citibank: Central Office in Istanbul / Branches is: Adana, Ankara, Denizli, Bursa, Gaziantep, izmir and 
Kayseri 
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18- Oracle software and hardware system company: Istanbul and Ankara 
 
19- Izmer S.A. – Mars Group (KonakPier) 
 
20- Dupont Turkey: DuPont continues its operations in Turkey since 1992. Carrying out its operations as a 
branch of E.I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company Inc. USA as of 2003; DuPont Turkey offers a wide range 
of products that facilitates and improves human life. DuPont’s headquarters is in Istanbul, Turkey and has 
a production center in Kocaeli (Gebze) named "DuPont Performance Coatings" offering high-technology 
automotive paints/coatings; and regional offices in many other cities of the country, and Pioneer Seeds 
production facilities in Adana. 
 
21-The Carlyle Group: Established in 1987, The Carlyle Group is a private global investment firm that 
originates, structures and acts as lead equity investor in management-led buyouts, strategic minority 
equity investments, equity private placements, consolidations and buildups, and growth capital 
financings. Istanbul Offices. 
 
22- Good Year: Goodyear manufactures tires for automobiles, commercial trucks, light trucks, SUVs, race 
cars, airplanes, and heavy earth-mover machinery. Factories in Sakarya (Adapazari) and Kocaeli (Izmit) 
 
23-TRW Automotive: is among the world’s largest automotive suppliers and is one of the top financial 
performers in the industry, with 2009 sales of $ 11.6 billion. Manufacturing Facility Steering System in 
Tekirdag Turkey / Manufacturing Facility Aftermarket Operations in Istanbul. 
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24-Best Buy Co., Inc. (NYSE: BBY) is a specialty retailer of consumer electronics in the United States, 
accounting for 19% of the market. It also operates in Mexico, Canada, China, Turkey and the United 
Kingdom. The company's subsidiaries include Geek Squad, Magnolia Audio Video, Pacific Sales, and, 
in Canada operates under both the Best Buy and Future Shop label. Together these operate more 
than 1,150 stores in the United States, Puerto Rico, Canada, China, Mexico, and Turkey. The 
company's corporate headquarters are located in Richfield, Minnesota. 
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